
FLOW BUSINESS PLAN COMPETITION

The Resnick Sustainability Institute at Caltech's FLOW program runs a series of Few other accelerators, incubators, or
business plan competitions offer such a.

Business models allow agile and opportunistic founders to keep score of the Pivots in their search for a
repeatable business model. A presentation plan should be printed by a high-quality printer, probably using
color. Be selective to make the best out of a startup competition. It can also serve as a valuable prelude to a
full-length plan later on. Consider it a journey, not a sprint. It's essential that a presentation plan be accurate
and internally consistent. There is no restriction on any individual to participate. Here is a worksheet from
Write Your Business Plan that will guide you toward identifying your target market. As participants move
through the JUMP! What-if plan: This is a contingency plan -- in case your worst case scenario happens, such
as market share loss, heavy price competition or defection of a key member of your team. The list of startup
competitions in  Select two to start off -- a working plan and a mini plan, which will be an abbreviated version
of your working plan. What is the expected time and amount of pay-off to investors? We believe in promoting
start-ups that require assistance in the form of seed capital, mentoring and various types of consultancies. Get
into the various markets within the industry, including any new products that will benefit or hurt your
business. The purpose of your plan also determines its length. So present an achievable sales forecasts based
on bottom-upwards information i. Few additional points to keep in mind: What is the customer pain point you
are trying to solve? Repeat steps The business model would be scored and judged based on steps 3 and 4. At
best I think business plan competitions are a waste of time. Executive summary : The executive summary
follows the title page and explains the fundamentals of your business. What did you learn outside the
building? February 28, is the Submission Deadline: Ready to Commercialize Track: submit a ten slide
presentation covering the ten points outlined on the website. Finding the Right Plan for You Business plans
tend to have a lot of elements in common, like cash flow projections and marketing plans. However, it's a
mistake to think that only cash-starved startups need business plans. Does the team have the necessary
communication skills to present a compelling story? Armed with the JUMP! Has the team gone out to the
market already to test its ideas?


